Confined Space Manager
Duration: 1 Day
Price (for up to 8 people): From £1197 + VAT
Location: Element Safety (Sheffield) or on your site

Theory: 80% Practical: 20%
Valid for: 3 Years
Assessment: Continuous

[Awareness 0.5 Days, - Manager 0.5 Day additional to Awareness session]

Learn about what a confined space hazard is… and (what might save you jumping the
through hoops) what it isn’t!
If you need to know what a confined space is and how to avoid it, then this is for you.
Course Aims - To train individuals to assess, plan for, and monitor the dangers of confined
space entry. To appreciate the roles and equipment involved with regard to allowing persons to
enter, work in, and exit confined spaces.

The course covers:
· Definitions, risks, and hazards
· Risk assessments, safe systems of work, and permits to work scenarios
· Procedures for entry; recording entrants; monitoring the environment and how to manage problems
· Confined space equipment required and how it is used within the team
· The emergency procedures needed, and how to assist the emergency services
· Closing the space

The course will enable delegates to:
· Identify, assess, plan and permit entry into a confined space
· Use relevant assessments, systems, and permits to control the entry into the confined space
· Know how and what your team need to enter, control/supervise entry, and rescue from the risk
· Know what is needed and assist with guidance in an emergency
· Know how to terminate confined space entry operations and secure the space.

Please note: This course WILL NOT qualify learners to
work in confined spaces.
SO WHAT DOES THIS MEAN...
This 1 day course will build on your morning's awareness training to delve deeper for managers in the afternoon.
It will also help you ask the right questions. There will be opportunities to discuss scenarios, explore problems, develop
solutions and identify the equipment that needs to be in place.
The team responsible for safety need to know more so…
- we can assist the designers and team managers to create more informed and better solutions to the
construction problems of the new project
- we’re confident in taking clearer action on the ground due to the greater knowledge we’ve gained
- we can create more appropriate risk assessed methods of working
Whether or not it is a confined space, a suitable risk assessment and some control.
measures can be a good idea anyway!
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